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Overview
Relief goods

The negative spike is caused by PRRD’s speaking against VP 
Leni.

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



Most of the positivity is driven by relief events that were made 
aware and amplified by the media content. The trigger events 
were all private. The relief is as much a managed performance as 
it is an act of charity. 

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



Geographic Analysis
Relief goods

90 Days 30 Days

The issue is very regional with only minor concerns from 
other areas.



Top Media Channel as Influence channel
Relief goods

Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Top Social Influencers
Relief goods

Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Timeline Analysis Overview
Relief goods

The issue is driven by event, and is covered by all 
venues.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Media Channels
Relief goods

The episodic but coordinated media interest shows 
there is a general lack of sustained interest in this 
issue.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Influencers
Relief goods

There is lack of social reaction and sustained public 
interest . (See subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Top Web Content Reposted
Relief goods



Top Native Facebook Content
Relief goods



Comment Analysis
Relief goods

• Focus is on helping those who needs relief goods, and 
coordinating collective actions. 



Data Source
Relief goods

• Data Collection Date Range (2020/9/1 - 2020/11/30)

• Chart, List and Analysis based on 17,312,517 data points 
of publicly available information.

• Trend and commentary data are from the Facebook 
platform with geo-spatial summaries from third party 
aggregation.



Policy Potential
Relief goods

• The issue is very event-driven. It can be transformed into 
long term policy especially on preparedness, relief, rehab, 
resilience, reconstruction. 


